ART. 197]                                 ELLIPSOIDS.
The determination of the potential at the centre of a thick shell, bounded by any concentric ellipsoids, depends therefore on the evaluation of the integral fi*da> ta]bn_over; the superficies of
an ellipsoidal surface.
"_"~%hen ^e gjiejj js a homoeoid these surfaces are similar.    Let
(a, 6, c), (ma, mb, me) be the semi-axes of the external and internal surfaces. We then find F= Jp (1 - m2) Jr*dco, where r is the radius vector of the externaTBounSaxy.
When the shell is a thin homoeoid m is nearly equal to unity. The surface density is pdk.p and the potential is pdkjr^dco where dk = 1 - m. When the surface density is p,p the potential is pfr-da) and the whole mass is 4<7rabcp,.
It easily follows that t,he potential of a thin homoeoid is two-thirds of the potential at the centre of a solid homogeneous ellipsoid of equal mass and having the same external bo3- —
% 197.   To find the integral fr*d<*) we write  dco = sin   d6. --Substituting" for r2 its value  found from  the equation, to  the ellipsoid, we have
where the integration extends over the whole surface of the ellipsoid. Taking only an octant, the limits are 6 = 0 to 6 = £TT, <£ = 0 to cj> = JTT. The order of integration is immaterial.
Let us  integrate first  with regard  to  (p.     Dividing   both numerator and denominator by eos2<£, we find
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By obvious processes in the integral calculus
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It therefore follows that
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o2 ' a2.) V V c2 T 62 To interpret this expression, let us produce the radius vector OP or r to cut the tangent plane drawn at the extremity C of the axis of z. Let R be the point of intersection and let CR = u, then
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